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“Treachery” Synopsis 
 

Note: “Treachery” is the first sequel to “America 2.0: Artistry” (“A2A”). Please review the A2A 
synopsis and project summary before reading this synopsis so that the situation and characters are 
understood as a precursor to “Treachery”.  

The story opens with a clandestine teleconference of leaders of the global military, political and oligarch 
leaders who very opposed to the America 2.0 agenda that USA President Foster has embraced. USA Vice 
President Carson leads them to the conclusion that immediate action must be taken to stop America 2.0. 

President Foster and his son Chase watch as Arielle Denovo puts on a spectacular and triumphant display 
of aerial dance, Parkour and gymnastics in front of a huge crowd at the Kennedy Center in D.C. 

Unknown commandos invade an Israeli military compound and kidnap Anton Shekov from captivity. 

Other commandos attack, pursue and try to seize Greg Perkins from his remote cabin on a lake in a forest 
near Washington, D.C. Greg escapes on a small boat in darkness. 

Chase and Arielle walk alone on the Washington mall at night as all the lights in the city go out. Arielle 
projects alarm because she knows that Anton is the only person who could have turned off the lights. 
They rush back to the Whitehouse. 

Secret Service Agent Dunn move alone through darkness into the President’s closet at the Whitehouse 
where he retrieves the gun that Arielle used to confront the President in A2A. 

Concerned Arielle and Chase join President Foster in the Whitehouse living quarters. Agent Dunn 
suddenly appears with Arielle’s gun and kills Agents Conklin and Parker before he shoots President 
Foster and Chase. Arielle battles Dunn and kills him in a fight over his gun. 

Arielle tries to help the lifeless President and Chase but soon realizes she has been set up as the murderer 
of the President. She switches into her clandestine suit and escapes. 

Mysterious Vadim wounds Greg with shots and takes control of him as he docks on the other side. 

FBI agents Alexa and Vince survey the crime scene at the Whitehouse. The President is alive but in a 
coma. Chase is severely wounded. Vice President Carson appears to discuss the situation with the agents. 

Arielle appears inside the Lincoln Memorial and calls General Brecher of the Israaeli Defense force to 
check on Anton. Brecher explains that Anton was taken with many IDF deaths. Yegor Makarov of the 
Russian mafia “Bratva” is identified as the suspect. Arielle update Brecher on her situation in D.C. 

Vadim informs Arielle that he has seized Greg and the briefcase that includes the source code for her 
global control system. Vadim wants to exchange Greg for Arielle. Arielle tells him to take wounded Greg 
to Walter Reed hospital and she will meet him there.  

Yegor interrogates Anton about Arielle at him remote Ural Mountain complex in Russia. Yegor reveals 
his enormous computer network and huge programming resources inside the mountain. He is determined 
to seize control of Arielle’s system to control the world. Yegor demands that Vadim get Arielle. 

Arielle secretly tips off the FBI agents that Yegor is behind the assassination attempt and reveals his 
motives to stop America 2.0 and seize control of Arielle’s system. 

Doctors reveal that the President is in a hopeless coma and recommend he be taken off life support. 

Arielle abducts the unconscious President from the hospital before the doctors can act to end his life. 

Arielle mysteriously resuscitates Chase is his hospital room and helps him escape dressed as a nurse. 

Vadim kills 4 secret service agents as he attempts to kidnap Chase from his hospital room after he left. 
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The FBI agents gradually figure out the truth about Yegor and the assassination attempt he orchestrated to 
eliminate America 2.0 and frame Arielle as he tries to seize control of her and her system.   

Arielle, Chase and Greg discuss the necessity of taking out Yegor in Russia. 

Yegor is at his luxury Ural mountain complex as he grieves over his loss of Vadim in such a terrible way. 
The rage of retribution fills his senses as Talia appears with him in his luxury living quarters. Talia is an 
exact replica of Arielle only she has darker hair. Yegor reveals his fear and excitement at facing off 
against “supernatural” Arielle. Talia is his servant and a master pianist as they await Arielle’s arrival. 

Chase and Greg elude the FBI on a G-5 while Arielle escapes on an FXX delivered by Esther from Israel. 

On the G-5 flight to Israel, Chase expresses to Greg that his mind is completely blown by the 
unbelievable sequence of events since Arielle appeared in his life a few days ago. 

Alexa and Vince speak to their superior Vanessa and Vice President Carson about fears that Yegor will 
capture Arielle and the FXX. Carson orders the FBI to take down the G-5 to avoid Makarov capturing 
Chase and Greg as blackmail against Arielle. The agents sense something is wrong with Carson.  

Alexa and Vince exit their meeting with Carson in an FBI vehicle. They reveal that Carson is former CIA 
agent who was stationed in Moscow and must know Makarov. Vince is shockingly killed by a blast from 
a sniper rifle. Alexa is chased by attackers who rake her car with bullets. Alexa’s car is forced through the 
railing of the 14th street bridge and into the tidal basin.  

Satellite laser bursts from Arielle destroy the attackers on the bridge. Alexa escapes with instructions 
from Arielle. 

Esther, Chase and Greg are forced to parachute into the Mediterranean Sea just before navy jets from the 
USS Ford carrier destroy the G-5.  

Yegor and Talia observe a satellite view of the explosion and crash of the G-5 as Arielle arrives in the 
Urals in the FXX and listens to the conversation between Yegor and Talia. 

Arielle attacks the huge rock outcropping above Yegor’s picture window with massive laser bursts. The 
picture window explodes as Yegor and Talia escape into an elevator. Explosions rock the elevator and 
knock Talia unconscious. Yegor carries her to safety. Anton escapes from his cell. 

Yegor fires missiles at the FXX. It is damaged and Arielle parachutes before it crashes. Anton spots her as 
she lands in a tree top unconscious. He climbs the tree to save her. 

Esther, Chase and Greg are still in the water and fighting to survive a lightening storm in the 
Mediterranean Sea until an Israeli submarine rescues them. 

Arielle surrenders to Yegor to save Talia and Anton escapes. 

Greg takes flight in an FXX from the sub. 

Arielle’s true essence saves Talia’s life in a supernatural way. They all exit the mountain in choppers. 

Greg arrives to search for Arielle but finds Anton and rescues him. They depart together in the FXX. 

The Israelis rescued Alexa and took her to their embassy in D. C. They have a conference call with Greg 
and General Brecher. They discuss V.P Carson’s treachery and the likelihood that comatose President 
Foster is at Arielle’s mansion. They plot his rescue. 

Yegor, Talia and Arielle arrive at Konstantin Palace near St. Peterburg, Russia. Talan and Arielle play 
awe inspiring music in the huge music room of the palace.  

Yegor is betrayed by the Russian President who has soldiers take Arielle. One soldier slaps Talia to 
enrage Yegor, The soldier shoots Yegor in the leg and takes Arielle away. Talia anguishes as Yegor dies 
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in her arms. Talia reflexively touches Yegor on the forehead and he comes back to life 20 years younger! 
She does not understand what she has done to revive him. Yegor is in awe. Soldiers place them in a cell. 

Alexa and Israeli commandos rescue vegetative President Foster from Arielle’s basement and onto an 
Israeli submarine. 

General Brecher meets Anton at the Israeli embassy in Kiev where Greg has dropped him. Anton accesses 
Arielle’s systems and locates her with Yegor and Talia at the Konstantin palace. Greg redirects to St. 
Petersburg in the FXX. 

Brecher, Chase and Greg decipher the connection between Arielle and Talia as sisters and the possibility 
that Talia can save President Foster. Esther takes Chase to rendezvous with Greg at St. Petersburg in a 
new 2 seat FXX. Brecher orders Anton to shut down the USA, NATO and Russian military systems. 

Yegor remorsefully reveals to Talia that she took her from the hospital at the time of her birth in Crimea. 

VP Carson and Arielle engage in an intense battle of intellects and wits on a teleconference. It ends with 
John ordering her immediate execution but Arielle uses her martial artistry to take down her captors. 
Arielle frees Talia and Yegor. 

Arielle is forced to elude tank and artillery shell explosions from the offshore destroyer until Anton 
destroys them with laser bursts. The explosions knock Arielle unconscious as the 2 FXXs arrive. Talia 
rushes to revive Arielle. They load into the FXXs and escape. 

Foster murders Vanessa as a loose end and declares war on Israel. Carson orders all American forces to 
find and destroy any Israeli sub in the Atlantic. He then conspires with the Russian President to use the 
Konstantin palace attack as a pretense for Russia to attack NATO in Europe except USA forces. 

The air and sea military resources of the USA converge on the Israeli sub. Arielle and Greg fly the FXXs 
toward the sub. Brecher has Anton send warning laser bursts around the USS Ford carrier. The Ford 
attempts to launch aircraft so Anton uses the lasers to damage its catapults and elevators. 

Carson threatens Israel with nuclear destruction in 30 minutes if there are any further attacks on the USA 
assets. The Israeli Prime Minister orders Brecher and Anton to halt. Arielle convinces the Israeli Prime 
Minister to call Carson’s bluff by telling him Arielle is out of his control and there are 50,000 Americans 
in Israel and over 8 million people. Carson fumes at the checkmate. 

Yegor climbs the wall and into the Kremlin. He storms into the Duma where the leadership of Russia is 
preparing its attack on the EU. He reveals a suicide bomb vest with a dead man’s switch and threatens to 
detonate it if they do not cease the attack. Carson orders his operative in the room to kill the Russian 
leadership. Yegor is shot and the bomb blast destroys the building. 

Talia convinces the Captain of the USS Ohio sub to stand down to avoid loss of life and give her time to 
resuscitate President Foster. He agrees and Talia brings President Foster back to consciousness by 
supernatural means.  

President Foster seizes command and the crisis ends. He expresses his profound gratitude to Arielle and 
Talia. Arielle and Talia revel in their chance for a life of happiness together. 

VP Carson dies of a heart attack as he is arrested.  

Arielle, Talia, Esther, Greg, Anton and Chase all retreat to a remote island in the Bahamas for a vacation. 
They are attacked by extreme gunfire from Abu Saida.  

  

 

 


